Conference Survival Guide
2nd Edition

PAW − Privacy in the Workplace
International Conference
Pécs, Hungary, 2-3 April 2012.
www.pawproject.eu/en/international_conference
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I. How to get here?
Pécs is the fifth largest city of Hungary, located on the slopes of the Mecsek mountains in the
south-west of the country, close to its border with Croatia. (more: http://bit.ly/pecsw)

Overview on Google Maps:
Budapest BUD Airport: http://g.co/maps/8mu8s
Budapest-Déli („Southern” Train Station): http://g.co/maps/xmjm8
Budapest-Keleti („Eastern” Train Station): http://g.co/maps/ryc42
Pécs train station: http://g.co/maps/v9rtm
Corso Hotel Pécs: http://g.co/maps/pndrz
“Tudásközpont” Regional Library and Knowledge Centre (conference venue):
http://g.co/maps/dhf5z
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Arriving by plane
If You arrive in Hungary via the capital's airport - Ferenc Liszt International Airport Budapest,
BUD, http://bud.hu/english – we recommend taking a shuttle bus from the airport to your hotel –
it's a safe, fast and cost-effective method. Please note that you have to book them in
advance, as they come to the airport only on request. Shuttle buses for the Budapest-Pécs ride
are available from the following providers.
Prices: approx. 9000 HUF or 30 EUR / passenger / one way.
Mistral: http://bit.ly/mistralen, +36209420037, +3672570185, info@mistral-minibus.hu
Travel4you: http://bit.ly/ygEmob, +36 72 215 694 or +36 30 655 9200,
info@travel4you.hu
Wiss: http://bit.ly/wGeDkN, +36 30 592 4103, info@wisstransfer.hu
Please note that the distance from Budapest to Pécs is about 250 km, the journey from the
airport to the final destination takes at least 3 hours.
If You prefer to take the train from Budapest to Pécs (safe, but slower and more expensive)
please use the dedicated, zone-priced taxi service of the airport to get to the “Déli” (Southern)
Train Station. Reservations can be made in person at the taxi booths located at the exit at
Terminal 1, Terminal 2A and Terminal 2B terminals.
Price information: http://bit.ly/budtaxi, +3612222222
Using the public bus or train lines to get in the city of Budapest is not recommended.

Arriving by train
For train timetable please refer to the search engine at http://www.mav-start.hu/english/ While
using this form please remember to choose the „from” as Budapest (BUDAPEST*) and NOT as
Budapest Airport! The destination is Pécs.

Trains usually depart from „Budapest-Déli” („Southern Train Station”, Taxi zone Sector 3), we
recommend you to take the “Inter City” trains departing from Budapest in every two hours, the
last train at 19.56. Please print the timetable and if in doubt show it to the taxi driver.
Upon arriving to Pécs a taxi station is located at the entrance of the station (see our notes about
taxis below). Map for the train station in Pécs: http://g.co/maps/v9rtm
Corso Hotel (see next chapter) is a 5-10 minute drive.
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Arriving by car
We advise to use a route planning software, GPS or online service to plan Your travel
(http://www.viamichelin.com/ and http://maps.google.com/ are two examples). Addresses for the
major locations are listed later in this guide. For up-to date motorway toll information please visit
http://bit.ly/motorwayhu. The current price for “Weekly vignettes” – valid for 10 days, obviously –
is 2975 HUF (approx. 10 EUR).

II. Accommodation

Participants will stay at the Corso Hotel**** Pécs: http://corsohotel.hu/en/
Address: H-7626 Pécs, Koller utca 8., GPS: 46.075924927;18.238742351, contact information:
http://corsohotel.hu/en/kapcsolat, +36 72 421 900, reception@corsohotel.hu, map:
http://g.co/maps/pndrz
Hotel desk will have information about the conference and the most important venues /
addresses, but conference hostesses will also be present to help You get oriented.
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III. The conference
Day 0
Upon arrival, conference participants are invited to an informal gathering with a complementary
drink, starting at 19:30 on Sunday (1st April) at the Replay Café Restaurant & Churrascaria
(Pécs, Király u. 4. [“King street”], http://www.replaycafepecs.hu/).
PLEASE NOTE that we'll walk You to the Café (gathering at the Corso Hotel at 19:00) and
hostesses will be present in Corso Hotel until 20:00, so You don't need to find your way alone.
On the other hand the Replay Café is quite well known and easy to find (next to the Széchenyi
square – The city center), just ask the hotel reception for directions (10 minute walk).

Venue

The conference will take place at the new South Transdanubian Regional Library and
Knowledge Centre, a 5 minute walk from Hotel Corso. Address: H-7622 Pécs, Universitas utca
2/a. The building is known as “Tudás Központ” among locals (easier to print and show than to
pronounce). Map: http://g.co/maps/dhf5z
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Corso Hotel also has an overview map with the hotel and the conference venue at
http://corsohotel.hu/en/kapcsolat - “H” is for the hotel and the blue marker represents the
conference venue.

Registration
The registration for our conference will take place at the entrance of the conference hall from
9:30 am to 10:30 am on Monday, April 2 and for participants arriving late from .9:00 to 10:00
am.
Wireless (WiFi) internet connection will be available throughout the whole conference. You will
receive login information at the registration desk. Participants without their personal computer
will have a chance to use computer terminals most of the time.
Coffee breaks and a lunch will be provided each day.

Program overview
Monday, 2 April 2012
9.30-10.30

Registration

10.30-17.00

Conference - please consult the separate program sheet for details

17.30-19.00

Pécs City Tour

19.00-

Dinner
Tuesday, 3 April 2012

9.30-16.15

Conference - please consult the separate program sheet for details

16.30-

Short walk to the Zsolnay Cultural District (optional)

18.00-

Villány - Wine-tasting in a traditional cellar

IV. Social events
Pécs City Tour
A refreshing, non-traditional, 1.5 hour guided tour in the centre of Pécs. Please wear
comfortable shoes and have your camera ready! Read more about the city on these sites:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P%C3%A9cs, http://en.pecs.hu/
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1st day dinner
A nice way to finish the day and blow off steam: we'll take You to one of the city's famous
restaurants: Bagolyvár. “[The restaurant] welcomes its guests since 1995, with impressive
panorama of the Zengő mountain. The interior has combines folk atmosphere with elegant
design. In the restaurant we offer both Hungarian specialties and dishes from the International
kitchen.” [http://bit.ly/bagolyvar, address: H-7627 Pécs Felsőhavi dűlő 6.]

Wine tasting
Shuttle buses will take You to the lovely village of Villánykövesd (teaser images:
http://bit.ly/villanyk) for a guided tour in a traditional wine cellar – Blum Pince, “pince” meaining
cellar – and decent amounts of quality wine. Consume in moderation, do not miss the bus back
to Pécs! More information and pictures about the cellar: http://www.blumpince.hu/galeria
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Zsolnay Cultural District
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IV. Survival in Pécs
Getting around
If You stay at the Hotel Corso than You can reach the conference venue with a 5 minute walk.
The hotel staff and our hostesses will be happy to give directions.
If You need a taxi for any reason, please use one of these companies:
Volán Taxi: +3672333333
Euro7: +3672777777
Ask for a price if You catch a cab on the street. „900 Ft” taxis are usually reliable (running for a
fixed price of 900 HUF in the centre), but ask the driver to avoid any surprises.
The bus schedule is available – unfortunately only in hungarian – at http://pkzrt.hu/menetrend/,
and a scary line map at http://pkzrt.hu/menetrend/vonalhalozat/index.html.

General information
Currency: Forint (HUF) – ATMs are available city-wide, or change Your foreign currency
in the centre („Exclusive Change” is recommended)
Electricity: 230/50Hz (European Plug)
Time Zone: UTC +1
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